Aspire Global unveils BuyWin feature for
German online casino market
Innovative new tool effectively lowers tax burden for operators whilst giving
a higher RTP experience to players and access to a wider range of content.
8 July 2021 – Aspire Global, leading B2B provider of iGaming solutions, has launched BuyWin, a unique
tool developed in conjunction with its leading aggregator and content provider, Pariplay, that offers
better returns for casino players in the newly regulated German market.
BuyWin went live on Aspire Global’s leading operators and a select number of other operators on the
Pariplay Fusion™ platform.
The feature has been developed in response to the new 5.3% turnover tax on casino games in
Germany, which came into force on July 1st, 2021. The increased tax structure has resulted in many
operators lowering the RTP to compensate for the tax, resulting in less games on offer and an inferior
online casino experience.
BuyWin addresses this issue by a unique bet contribution on transactions, enabling operators to offer
all the games German players are used to, at the standard, high RTP of 95-96%. The innovative tool
delivers lower effective tax for operators, and better player acquisition opportunities due to the higher
return to player and wider range of gaming content.
The BuyWin feature can be rolled out across all games from leading gaming providers, through the
Pariplay Fusion™ platform and also on Pariplay’s proprietary games. This means that through a simple
integration, German operators can now gain access to the largest casino games portfolio with the
highest RTP in the market.

The capability of the new tool showcases Aspire Global’s capacity for innovation and agility, cementing
its position as the go-to solution for operators looking to increase player value and engagement in the
regulated market of Germany.
Aspire Global CEO, Tsachi Maimon, said: “We are delighted to have developed an innovative new
feature which turns a potential barrier into an opportunity for operators navigating the German
regulating market.

Thanks to the work of our in-house development team, BuyWin is a one-of-a-kind solution that is a
must for all operators who want to offer the best casino experience for their players in the German
market.
“In offering Germany’s best RTP as well as the largest games portfolio on the market through Pariplay,
we see the development of BuyWin as a further statement of intent as we continue to grow our
presence in regulated markets worldwide.”
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